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Economics and Literacy Acquisition: A non 
traditional approach， 
Meaningful reading and making conclusions in 
the EFL Classroom 
J oseph E. Ring J r. 
Introduction 
This study is primarily concerned with demonstrating the effective practical application of a 
combination of two language learning methodologies， namely: The Natural Approach and CALLA 
(Cognitive Academic Language Learning Approach). It is also concerned with demonstrating the 
value of modifying these two approaches for the English as a Foreign Language classroom 
(henceforth EFL). These wil be discussed in some detail below. The effective practical applications 
of the aforementioned wil be demonstrated through anecdotal evidence taken from actual student 
work. 
The overall goal of this course was to help students reach their own conclusions through 
meaningful engagement with authentic materials (see below) related to economics. Another 
important goal was to have students learn new reading strategies through studying content 
related to their particular major field of study. Yet another object was to create an environment of 
productivity and trust with a minimum of negative reinforcement. This study wil also show that 
non traditional (in terms of current practice within the host culture) second language theories are 
practicable within a foreign language environment. 1n section 1， 1 will discuss the theoretical 
aspects of this study. In section IT， 1 wil discuss the practical application of said theories. In section 
IT， 1 wil submit student samples which demonstrate the successful results of this approach. 1 wil 
then summarize and conclude. 
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Section I : Theoretical Considerations 
The methodological approach taken for this study is based primarily in a combination of 
CALLA and the Natural Approach with certain modifications made in consideration for the 
university level EFL classroom. These modifications are made based on 6 years of teaching 
experience within the host culture on the part of the author of this paper. CALLA stands for 
Cognitive Academic Language Learning Approach. It utilizes the content of the class to teach 
language acquisition as well as content acquisition. The primary concern of CALLA is acquisition 
of language for academic purposes. It was developed in the United States as a transitional step 
between the ESL classroom and the English language content classroom. It was developed to 
meet the needs of three kinds of students. The first kind are students who have developed 
communicative skills in English for social situations but do not yet have academic skills or 
language. The second kind are students who have developed academic language skils in their 
native language and have initial proficiency in English， but need assistance in transferring 
concepts and skils a1ready learned to English. The final kind arεthose who have neither academic 
or communicative skils and thereby need assistance. 
The students in this case study are closest to the second type. They have academic skils and 
habits and need assistance in transferring these to a different language climate. However， they 
also need assistance acquiring certain important academic skils. These include synthesis of 
information and clearly stating a coherent conclusion based on research and reasoning. They also 
need help in learning how to select and interact with authentic material in a personally meaningful 
way. Furthermore， they did not acquire language through primarily communicative 
circumstances. Again， these observations are based on my experience. I wil outline the principles 
adopted from CALLA as they pertain to literacy and language acquisition in the section following 
the precis of the Natural Approach. 
Principles that I have adapted from the Natural Approach include a particular focus on 
compre舵 ηsibleinpu.t and lowering a.fective filter. (I use these as guidelines for practice.) Briefly， 
comprehensible input is simply that. understandable， meaningful messages from instructor to 
students (teacher talk) or student to student (interlanguage) via discussion and， in this case， 
student made magazines in the target language.“Teacher talk" and“caregiver speech" involves 
a great deal of repetition and paraphrase on the part of the instructor. In this theory， the 
instructor also takes the role of a caregiver. Given thus， an element of trust and cooperation is 
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very important Establishing the aforementioned help to reduce affective filter. A任.ectivefilter is 
composed of those elements which interfere with language acquisition such as poor self image or 
high anxiety levels. 
As mentioned， inthis theory， one of the instructor' s roles is to help lower a student' s affective 
filter. For example， interms of error correction， the instructor must be sure to not criticize or 
overcorrect student' s errors (avoid making them self-conscious). Rather， the instructor must make 
efforts to correct any errors by modeling the correct language usage through paraphrase， 
repetition，or giving a correct example via feedback. Furthermore， the instructor must be patient 
in terms of dealing with the students' silent period (a length of time which precedes production 
and varies from student to student) and then make e宜ortsto praise and positively reinforce any 
and al students' efforts at language production while simultaneously ensuring that said 
production is acceptable and meaningful. By creating a classroom environment of trust and 
encouraging risk taking， by helping the student fel at ease within the language rich environment， 
by building their self esteem through messages that they can understand， and by giving them the 
opportunity to take risks in terms of language production， student' s affective filter or language 
inhibitions wil be reduced. The goal is to create a relationship and environment wherein students 
feel comfortable in their ability to absorb and eventually produce the target language whether in a 
written or spoken manner. It is an affective humanistic approach which focuses more on the 
psycho linguistic aspects of language acquisition rather than the mechanical or translation aspects 
An attempt at balance has been made by using CALLA for the structural aspects of this course 
and The Natural Approach for the psycholinguistic aspects. 
Section II : Practical Applications 
Typical curriculum objectives for a CALLA course include helping students to access prior 
knowledge， helping them gain a knowledge of the text schemata or structure and helping 
students to become successful at beneficial self monitoring (metacognition). 
Here is a basic outline for a literature and composition course supported by current CALLA 
practice. 1 have organized my course and case study around these 7 objectives by making 
modifications and adaptations for the university EFL classroom for economic majors: 
1. Reader' s prior knowledge assists comprehension. 
2. Text structure affects levels of comprehension. 
3. Learning strategies assist comprehension. 
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4. Students read literature and other authentic texts 
5. Writing involves three recursive phases of planning， composing. and revising. 
6. Students write to communicate their own ideas. 
7. Students share their writing with others.1 ) 
1. Reader's prior knowledge assists comprehension 
1n terms of this， 1 use teacher talk to help students “scaffold" or connect with material that we 
are al going to read together. This means to help students draw upon their own real world 
knowledge to make associations with the material. Once the instructor helps the student to tap 
into what they know about a topic they wil be able to begin analyzing and understanding the 
topic. This is different then giving students a standardized understanding of a particular topic. 
This is a kind of“warm up" and helps the students focus on and begin to think about the 
material to be studied in relation to themselves. It is not passive reception of knowledge. One type 
of technique is“talk aloud." wherein the instructor tries to hεlp students connect with the 
material by discussing the meaning of what they are about to read by thinking aloud. This would 
include focusing on the title of the selection and speculating aloud what one knows about the topic 
and what one might wish to learn about the topic. Another way to help students connect with 
material is to ask questions (often rhetorical) that help guide them towards making associations 
with the material. 1n the case of teacher selected material. 1 prefer to discuss the main ideas of an 
article that we are al to read together to insure that the student' s have a basic grasp of the 
important topics of the article. 
1n the case of self selected materials， students can perform the same task in terms of a“KWL" 
or Know. Want， Learn. Prior to reading. students think and write about what they know about a 
topic， then what they want to learn about that topic and after reading. what they have learned. 1n 
terms of the “L" aspects. 1 have modeled how to summarize and identify the main ideas of an 
article. as well as prepared a handout wruch students use for their summaries. This hand out 
takes the form of the following and is used during and after students read. They try to identify 
the important ideas in section 1 without the aid of a dictionary (trying to gain meaning from the 
context as well as sentence structure). They read the article again a second time with the aid of a 
dictionary. trying to fil in the details in section 2 as well as write their own reaction. This also 
1) Anna UhJ Chamot and. Michael ]. O'Malley. The CALLA Handbook-Implementing the Cognitive Academic 
Language Learning Approach. (Reading: Addison-Wesley Publishing. 1994.) p. 285. 
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helps them to access schemata knowledge. 
Summary 
1. 2. 
Who What is the main idea? 
What What is the relationship with economy? 
Where 
When What did you learn? 
How What is your reaction (thoughts. feelings. opinions. etc. )? Why 
Why 
2. T ext structure a仔ectslevels of comprehension 
I deliberately chose news media with this in mind. Based on my experience. this type of 
material is accessible for students. They can easily be taught how to“crack the code" or access 
the typical pattern of a newspaper or magazine. This is a top down strategy. However. given that 
the language and structure is written at an accessible level. it can also be decoded from bottom 
up (admittedly with great difficulty if it is highly technical). Once they have acquired this strategy 
as a habit， they can be taught how to extend and expand their answers for written or verbal 
response. 
3. Leaming strategies assist comprehension 
Students were given direct instruction in reading and vocabulary strategies. I have a!ready 
listed some of the prereading strategies above in section 1. Other stratεgies instruction in this 
course include instructions in how to idea web and brain storm prior to writing. In terms of 
vocabulary strategies. students were given explicit weekly instructions and weekly reminders that 
they were expected to interact with selιselected vocabulary (occasionally teacher se!ected key 
words such as paragraph. conclusion. reaction. etc.) by re-writing the definition in their own words 
as well as writing an example sentence in their own words. That is to say. interacting. 
synthesizing and focusing on !anguage acquisition in a creative/constructive approach rather than 
rote memory alone. Though rote memory has its place as an academic strategy. given the faci!ity 
of students with this strategy. I fe!t no need to reinforce this. Rather. I wished them to learn 
another type of strategy for !anguage acquisition that wil further their process of becoming a 
sophisticated independent learner. Furthermore. I a!so helped students to become aware of what 
???
to do when meaning breaks down during the act of reading. This is known as“mεtacognition" 
or a mental awareness of one' s own learning process and available strategies. 1n this approach. 
students are always encouraged to seek help when thεy feel that they are having difficulty 
beyond their current level with the material. This is also another aspect of metacognition. the 
ability to recognize that one is frustrated or that one' s current strategy or approach is insufficient 
and thereby a possible source of frustration. Obviously a person with this level of awareness is a 
sophisticated learner and differs from one who is spoon-fed information or merely gives up on the 
task due to a lack of strategy to deal with a high level of frustration. Another aspect of this course 
was to have students acquire and interact with personally meaningful vocabulary in a meaningful 
way through word journals. 
4. Students read literature and other authentic texts. 
Authentic magazines. newspapers. journals and 1nternet articles only were used. Since 1 wanted 
to tap into students' real world knowledge and also have discussions about modern events which 
are personally relevant. there was no reading of literature texts. Given that they are economic 
students. the instructor chose texts and encouraged students to select texts that were relevant to 
current economic events and news. 1nitialy. 1 provided the samples. 1n the second month of the 
first term. students were encouraged and expected to self select their own materials given the 
approval of the instructor. Having demonstrated their ability to self select material appropriate 
material. they were then invited and allowedωch∞se any article as long as it met the criteria of 
being an appropriate level. demonstrably related to economics and of personal interest to the student 
5. Writing involves three recursive phases of planning， composing， and revising. 
Students write summaries. rough drafts and one final draft for publication in their group' s 
εconomic news magazine. This cycle gives students ample opportunity for revision. which is 
nearly as important as the final product. Students read and write every week in class and have a 
group discussion about content and progress every second week. 
6. Students write to communicate their own ideas 
Student' s were deliberately instructed that the bulk of their grade was dependent upon 
whether or not they had clearly demonstrated and supported their own conclusions. However. 
they were also told that they would have ample opportunity for writing and discussion process 
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(elements of process philosophy underpin the epistemological approach taken herein. Given space 
limitations. I cannot discuss it within the boundaries of this research. However those who are 
interested are invited to look at the references section. Those who are familiar with it will 
recognize the “essential" and “conditional" features of this study). 
Students were given ample guidance throughout the course of the first term via instructor 
examples and advice on a weekly basis at the class. group and individual level. as appropriate. 
Throughout the writing process. I advised students on the mechanical aspects of writing and 
occasionally offered a“hint" or clue if they seemed to be struggling at or near their 
frustration level. however. I tried to not make conclusions for them. For example. if a student 
rεad one article on cel phones. one on clothing and one on music. I would help them by 
suggesting that they seemed to be focusing on a“lifestyle" issue or theme. 1 would ask them 
to think about how this related to their personal economy as well as the national and 
international economies. 1 might further suggest that they think about how much their own 
lifestyle differed from that of their parent' s or grandparent' s. 1 might also further suggest for 
them to think about how much of their disposable income might be spent on such things as 
opposed to other family members or friends. Another possible suggestion might be the general 
spending habits in these areas of people in their country compared with another country. Any 
of these suggestions might lead the student into areas of further reading and research. This is 
similar to guiding a person down a path and mer巴lyshowing them different vistas. The person 
sees the vista. makes his or her own conclusions and then reports to the guide and other 
members of the group what they see. 
7. Students share their writing with others. 
This is the heart of the entire case study. Students were instructed that the final product of 
their research. reading and writing would culminate in a group magazine in the五rstsemester and 
a talk show in the second semester. They were also instructed that this would be a simulation in 
terms of forming a publishing company. In this sense. it brought a greater element of realism to 
the academic project. My intention was not to instruct them in the economics of publishing. but to 
increase the sense of realism and enjoyment as well as give them a sense of public accountability 
in so far as that their work would be read and adjudicated by their peers. (To further increase the 
realistic aspects of this simulation. 1 also informed students that there would be a contest for the 
best group and individual e妊Orts.)
????
Section II : Student Samples 
1 wilI submit some samples below， including the titles， introductions and conclusions. The 
synopsis is mine and is in a different font. It is hoped that these samples wil give some indication 
of support for the method and theory used as part of this case study. The claim made is that 
students accomplished both the goals of this course and demonstrated some academic 
advancement and language acquisition in harmony with the principles of CALLA and The 
Natural Approach. Given the space limitations. 1 submit only three samples. However， 1 have kept 
copies of alI students' work and a copy wilI be happily provided upon request， without providing 
fulI information about the student in order to protect their anonymity. (1 should also add that 
students do not know they have been part of a methodological study because 1 did not wish to 
accidentalIy affect the outcome.) 1n the samples below， alIparenthetical insertions are mine. 1 have 
left the original grammar untouched except where the meaning might be unclear. These 
corrections wiU be found in parenthesεs. The samples below are offset by a different font and are 
entirely what students have written by themselves. 1 would characterize these samples as good. 
However， othεr students' work is of the same level and caliber. 
Sample 1. 
Title: Light and Shadow on Reconstruction of Nissan 
Introduction:“This reporter recently did some research on three different topics related to 
Nissan Motor Company. Some of what 1 have to report is brilIiant. Some 0ぱfi江tis harsh and 
depressing news . … 
Conclusion:“.町.Nissan carried out NRP (Nissan Recovery Plan) steadily and could obtain the 
r陀es剖ul比twhich wa槌sbrilliant (tripled operating profits and lowering d巴bt)as the settlement on 2000. 
But， on the other hand， Nissan had to pay a great sacrifice..It isdificult (referring to the current 
economic status of Nissan employees forced into early retirement) because the next place of 
employment must be found when it (one) is dismissed. Moreover， because the present (]apanese 
economic) situation is (in) a depression， the employment of the people in the (their) 40's and 50's is 
very dificult. But it is the sacrifice that you must pay because it is terrible if a company goes 
bankrupt." By K. Toshiyuki 
Synopsis: This student chose to investigate three different articles in English pertaining to the 
recovery plan of Nissan. He is an advanced student who is highly capable at working 
? ??
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independently and with litle guidance other than discussion about technical terms. 
Sample 2 
Title: Enjoy Travel 
1ntroduction:“This report is about traveL 1n ]apan， there are many tourists who go abroad in 
spite of the depression. They increase in number every year. What 1 want to report is two good 
things and one bad thing.. 
Conclusion:“...My conclusion is that we are entertained by traveL However， we are not always 
safe while we are traveling in a foreign country. Bεcause most ]apanese tourists hardly research 
the country where they visit. So they have no information about that country. 1 think we need to 
know such information such as language， the peace (conditions of stability)， weather， and character 
of a place， etc. And， if1 visit the country for the first time. 1 should not walk around alone. 1n order 
to have a good time， we have to prepare enough on a trip." By 1.Hitomi 
Synopsis: This student focused on three articles related to travel. One article on the cost of 
living and goods in other countries. Article two on the joys of experiencing different kinds of 
natural environments available through international travel. Article three on the death of ]apanese 
adventure Kono Hyoichi during his solo arctic exploration. She is an enthusiastic student. 
Sample 3 
Title: The Various sides of Art 
1ntroduction: “This reporter recently did some research on three different topics related to art. 
The五rstreport is the pleasure of art. The second report is the value of art. The third report is a 
designer' s story.." 
Conclusion: "..1 thought he is great! (referring to the designer of the ‘Smiley Face' ) Because 
he got a chance to become rich， but he didn't apply for the copyright. And he is confident and 
proud of his design. He is a great artist! 1n my opinion， 1 don't think that the real art's value is a 
fixed expensive price at auction. 1 think that the real art・svalue is whether or not it is popular 
among many people for a long time. Art is long， life is short." By T. Hiroshi 
Synopsis: This is probably the best written paper in terms of organization (demonstrating 
schemata knowledge)， demonstrating the ability to synthesize information and reaching 
conclusions independently. This student researched three different aspects of art. Article one: 
homemade art with paper. Article two: traditional art and it' s particular marketplace. Article 
? ?
three popular art design and marketplace. He is probably the most advanced reader in the class. 
Conclusion 
As can be seen， my course adaptations are in harmony with the major principles expected of a 
CALLA classroom as well as the Natural Approach. I chose modern media as the most likely 
schemata to be accessible in terms of meaning and content given the time constraints of a one 
year course. Furthermore， I believe that a media format also provides both a great deal of 
structure (in terms of a predictable schemata) and a great deal of freedom for students to choose 
personally meaningful topics. It also provides more opportunity for choice relevant to their major. 
Economic students， especially now in the information age， need to learn how to relate 
information and facts as well as make their own conclusions based upon that information. In this 
class， they have demonstrated that they know how to research and make their own judgments. 
We seldom remember the exact content of a course years after， how巴verwe remember the 
experience whether positive or negative， productive or wasted and this in turn influences our 
pursuit of knowledge. Based on observation and actual assessment， the majority of students 
performed beyond expectation levels. 
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